
101 Shooting Drills
This ebook covers shooting drills

for individual/small unit/
team groups 



 The following needs to be enforced:

Players are only allowed to act as Goalkeepers if they 
are wearing FULL protecƟve equipment

Safety Note
ShooƟng drills oŌen carry a higher risk of injury then other drills  

Players waiƟng to take part in the drill do so at 
distance away from the goal / shooƟng point

Loose balls are removed from the playing area

Players use the appropriate shooƟng technique; i.e. if 
a player was execuƟng a shot from close to the goal, 
the shot would be executed with a push or a flick 
rather than with a hit

Players moving from the shooƟng area must do so 
without moving across the line of goal

Players can only cross the line of goal if their 
momentum is taking them that way and if the shot is 
actually being executed from this line and therefore 
the distance they have to move, to get across the line, 
isn’t very far 
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Shoot Across Goal
By shooƟng across goal:

- Any saves should fall to support posiƟon (white  
 shaded area) then if players shoot near post where  
 any saves fall to areas where there tends not to be  
 much support 

-  Shots that go wide. of the far post, have more   
 potenƟal to be deflected in as there’s more chance  
 that players will be in and around the far post than  
 the near post

Shoot Low Across Goal

Stay at a Constant Height

Keep the sƟck on the ball in the circle

Use the appropriate shooƟng technique

To encourage players to get into good support 
posiƟons shots need to be played at a safe height i.e. 
low. If shots are played into these areas high then 
players will be less prepared to fill these areas i.e. 
would occupy red space rather than blue space. 

Ideally then both posiƟons would be filled but blue will 
only be filled if the ball is played low

Studies suggest that if players are constantly changing the height at which they play this actually creates errors in their 
play, so in the circle once you get low, stay low!

It’s very diĸcult to defend against an aƩacker who doesn’t take their sƟck oī the ball in the circle. This is because there 
isn’t a clear opportunity for the defender to make a clean tackle and so they’re less likely to aƩempt to make a tackle 
because the risk of giving away a PC is too great. Also when players are performing flicks and pushes at goal by keeping the 
sƟck on the ball this will create greater strength 

When Coaching Players during ShooƟng Drills encourage the follow principles:
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View the Shot as a Pass
A shot at goal is a pass but just at a bigger target and so players shouldn’t try and hit the ball too hard or view the shot 

itself as something more important than it is

In a crowded circle create your own space

Quick Shots

Look to move the Goal Keeper prior to 

Pre-Scan before receiving the pass / entering the circle

OŌen the circle area, is very crowded and players 

struggle to create / find space

Encourage players to use the space they have by 

stopping the ball dead and then moving their feet to 

create the space to execute the shot or play the ball 

backwards towards top circle where there is more 

likely to be space 

Many players take too long over the shot and therefore 

the opportunity is lost. Encourage players to at least 

get some sort of shot away quickly

Firstly this will potenƟally catch the GK oī guard and 

secondly it gives an opportunity for a second shot, 

assuming the shot is on target and that the GK makes a 

save

Encourage players to make the area of the goal, which 

they are aiming for, as big as possible. Try to get the GK 

moving to the opposite side of the goal to one that the 

shot is intended for by moving the ball to the leŌ if 

shooƟng to the right and vice versa if shooƟng to the 

leŌ 

By pre-scanning players can get an appreciaƟon of the area before they either get the ball or enter the circle with the ball. 

The informaƟon gathered by the pre-scan can then be used to help make the decision into which shooƟng technique to 

use and where the shot should go and therefore increase the chance of scoring

 

 

 

Attacker rolls the ball 
to the right just prior 
to shooting so that 

the GK steps to their 
left to readjust the 

angles now the shot 

right   
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When pracƟcing sliding deflecƟon encourage players to wear waterproof boƩoms
For players to gain confidence in throwing themselves on the floor, to aƩempt to score, they need to pracƟce this in a 
slightly easier environment such as a water based pitch and where players are wearing waterproof boƩoms and top - 
ONLY APPLICABLE ON WATERBASED PITCHES

Set Up shooƟng exercises from all areas of the 
circle, not just at the top circle in the middle

Change the distance from goal the shot is 
being executed from

2 Bites of the Cherry

Lots of coaches set up shooƟng drills from the top of 
the circle but this isn’t very realisƟc. Many Ɵmes in the 
game circle entry comes from wider posiƟons i.e. 
along the base line and players end up shooƟng from 
angles which are less favorable than in the middle of 
the circle. Try to make sure that the posiƟons of drill 
reflect this 

Most shooƟng drills, as seen in this book, have the 
shot being executed from top circle which is very 
unrealisƟc parƟcularly with the modern game. Move 
the drills closer to the goal and therefore change the 
shooƟng technique being used even though the 
booklet may suggest another technique

Remember…….a shot that goes on target potenƟally results in 2 bites of the cherry (rebounds), a shot that goes wide gives 
the opposiƟon a bite

Reverse the Drill

Most drills can be reversed so that the shot is being executed from the opposite side and therefore a diīerent shooƟng 
technique is being used
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Traditional Shooting Drill Set 
Up Area 

Traditional Shooting zone 
for most shooting drills 

More 
appropriate 

shooting zone 



KEY:

TIP
Ensure that there’re plenty of balls so that the drill doesn’t have to keep stopping to allow for ball collecƟon, this will 
ulƟmately mean players spend less Ɵme in drills

The following Key is used for all the 101 drills:

Pass 

Shot 

Ball 

Player 

Cone  

Movement during the Drill 

Movement after the shot has been executed 

Coach  

ShooƟng
Technique

Hit 10+
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Drill 1

ShooƟng Drills for Large Groups

Pass and follow - triangle style
 
The player receiving the ball on the final cone 
(green) shoots at goal and returns to the back of 
the starƟng group

The next pass is played when the ball in front has 
been played at goal

Reverse the drill so that the first pass goes to the 
leŌ and so on

10+Hit

Drill 2

Advance forward with the ball and play 4 wall 
passes prior to shooƟng 

Players acƟng as the wall passers stay in posiƟon 
unƟl moved by the coach

The next player goes when the player in front 
has played their 3rd wall pass (pass towards the 
green cone)

When the player has shot they return to where 
they started and wait their turn

10+Push/Flick

Drill 3

Pass square and run straight 

The player who just received the pass now 
passes diagonally

The ball is received by the player who started 
the drill who shoots at goal

The next ball gets played when the previous ball 
has been received prior to the shot 

AŌer 10 shots stop and change the direcƟon of 
the passes so that the shot now gets played from 
the blue cone

10+Hit
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Drill 4

ShooƟng Drills for Large Groups

Move with a ball in and out of the 4 cones

Once the player moves past the final cone the 
ball is played at goal

The player then moves to the next sequence of 
cones

The next player, in the next queue, can go when 
the player in previous queue has shot

Pre-scan prior to shooƟng to make sure 2 shots 
aren’t being executed at the same Ɵme

10+Hit

Drill 5

Pass square and run diagonally

The pass is then played straight up the pitch to 
link up with the diagonal lead

The ball is received by the player who made the 
diagonal lead and passed back to the player who 
has just played the pass

The player who played the pass forward follows 
down the same line as the pass and receives the 
pass back and then shoots at goal, both players 
then rejoin the back of the opposite group

The next ball goes as the shot gets played

10+Hit

Drill 6

1 Player moves towards the pile of balls

They collect a ball and play a wall pass oī the 
first player in the opposite group

On receiving the ball back the player now 
advances into the circle and shoots at goal

The player who acted as the wall pass then starts 
the next ball going, exercise reversed

10+Hit
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Drill 7

ShooƟng Drills for Large Groups

1 Player moves forward with the ball

AŌer advancing past the green cone a square 
pass is played to the right

A player starƟng at the blue cone now advances 
onto the ball and enters the circle to then shoot 
at goal

Players then join the opposite group and the 
next ball goes

8+Hit

Drill 8

Pass and follow format

The ball starts with the middle cone of the 3

The pass is played to the player in front (green 
cone) who receives the pass and lays the ball oī 
to their leŌ(yellow cone)

The ball is then received by a player advancing 
onto the ball who shoots at goal

The next ball goes when the shot has been 
executed and this Ɵme the layoī is to the right

Once players have shot they return to the start 
of the drill

10+Hit

Drill 9

Pass square and run diagonally

The ball is then received and played straight up 
the pitch to link up with the diagonal lead

The ball is received by the player who made the 
diagonal lead and the player shoots at goal

The player who played the pass straight now 
passes a new ball square and the drill is reversed

The next ball gets played when the previous ball 
is on its way to goal

8+Hit
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Drill 10

ShooƟng Drills for Large Groups

In pairs players move forward with 1 ball

A pass is played between the 2 players every 
Ɵme there is a gap in the cones

The player who receives the ball aŌer the last 
cone shoots at goal, both players then return to 
the group but swop sides

The next pair start when the pair in front have 
moved past the blue cone 

10+Hit

Drill 11

The ball is played square

The player who played the pass runs straight and 
gets the ball back (diagonally) from their 
colleague

The player who ran straight now receives the 
ball and lays the ball oī square to the player 
who played the previous pass to move onto, 
receive and shoots at goal. Both players then 
return to the start

The next ball goes when the ball in front has 
been played at goal

9+Hit

Drill 12

Pass square and run diagonally

The pass is then played straight up the pitch to 
link up with the diagonal lead

The ball is received by the player who made the 
diagonal lead and this player now plays a square 
pass

The player who played the straight pass runs 
diagonally and receives the square pass to then 
shoot at goal

The next ball gets played when the previous ball 
is played at goal

10+Hit
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Drill 13

ShooƟng Drills for Large Groups

Pass and follow drill

The player receiving the ball on the final cone 
(green) shoots at goal and returns to the starƟng 
group

The next pass is played when the ball in front has 
been played at goal

Reverse the drill so that the first pass goes right 
to leŌ

10+Hit

Drill 14

Feed and react (live) drill

Players stand on the edge of the circle and the 
ball gets fed into the GK by the coach

The GK then kicks the ball back to any waiƟng 
player who receives and shoots

The player who played the shot changes posiƟon 
with his colleague, the player behind, who is 
now the one at the front of the queue 

The next ball is played once the previous ball is 
dead

8+Hit

Drill 15

Pass and follow drill - zig zag style

The player receiving the ball at the final cone 
(green) shoots at goal and returns to the start of 
the group

The next pass is played when the ball in front has 
been passed from the blue cone

Reverse the drill so that the first pass goes to the 
leŌ

10+Hit
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Drill 16

ShooƟng Drills for Large Groups

Wall pass drill

Players pass the ball between them, oī the floor, 
whilst moving forwards towards the edge of the 
circle

The player who receives the ball last (before 
entering the circle) is the player who shoots at 
goal

The next pair start when the shoot is executed 
by the previous pair

Both players then return to the start of the drill

Hit

Drill 17

Pass and move drill

The ball gets played from right to leŌ

The player who has played the pass advances to 
the cone in front of them (green) to receive the 
ball back- wall pass, they then drop the ball oī 
towards the yellow cone

The player who has played the ball back 
advances towards top circle are (yellow cone) to 
receive the drop oī ball and shoot at goal

Players then return to their starƟng groups and 
the next ball starts

10+

Push

 

 

10+

10+
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Drill 18

ShooƟng Drills for Large Groups

Ball carry, pass and shot drill

The ball gets carried forwards from the red cone 
towards the green cone

As the player carrying the ball gets half way 
between the red and green cone then the first 
player on the yellow cone moves towards the 
blue cone

As the ball carrier advances past the green cone 
the ball is played square 

Ball is received and played at goal, next ball goes
Players return as per diagram

10+Hit

Drill 19

Pass and move drill

The pass gets played from the red cone towards 
the green cone as a player moves from the 
brown cone to the green cone

The player who has played the pass advances to 
the cone in front of them (yellow cone) to 
receive the ball back

Ball is played at goal using a deflecƟon 
technique and the players move towards the 
opposite group to which they started

8+DeflecƟon

Drill 20

Pass and move drill

The pass gets played from the red cone towards 
the green cone as a player moves from the 
brown cone to the green cone

The player who has played the pass advances to 
the cone in front of them (yellow cone) to 
receive the ball back

Ball is played at goal using a deflecƟon 
technique and the players move towards the 
opposite group to which they started

10+DeflecƟon
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Drill 1

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

4 ball drill

Each player on the corner of the square has a 
ball each 

StarƟng with the player on the leŌ10 yard mark, 
on the baseline, the ball is played to the waiƟng 
player on the penalty spot

The player on the penalty spot then receives the 
ball and shoots at goal

The next ball is then played in by the player on 
the other side of the goal and the above is 
repeated for all 4 posiƟons. Players then move 
posiƟons, as per the diagram

5-6Push

Drill 2

3 staƟon drill

2 waiƟng players at top circle

Ball starts with a player on the baseline, close to 
where the circle intersects the baseline 

The player on the ball plays a pass to either of 
the waiƟng players

Ball is received and played at goal and the player 
who played the pass replaces the player who 
shot and the above is repeated

5-6Hit
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Drill 3

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Wall pass – shoot drill

The pass gets played forward, the player who 
played the pass moves oī diagonally to the right 
to receive the wall pass

The ball is received and laid oī – Wall Pass for 
the player to finally receive and shoot

The player who shoots advances and joins the 
back of the group in front and the player who 
played the wall pass moves to join the group at 
the start of the drill

5-6Hit

Drill 4

Pass – peel – pass - shoot drill

The ball gets played forward to a high player  
(green cone) who receives and plays back

As the ball is played back the high forward then 
peels oī to their leŌ to receive the ball back on 
the reverse sƟck

The ball is received on the reverse sƟck and the 
shot played at goal

The player who played the final pass goes to the 
green cone and the next ball starts

5-6Hit

Drill 5

Ball under the arm - shoot drill

Ball starts with a player at the brown cone

Another player starts at the yellow cone

The player on the ball advances forward, then 
drops the ball diagonally back to the player who 
has moved from the yellow cone to the green 
cone

Ball is received and played at goal

Players then return to where they started and 
aŌer a period all players change staƟons

5-6Hit
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Drill 6

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Ball carry shot then wall pass shot

Ball starts with a player at the red cone who 
carries beyond the green cone and into the circle 
to then shoot

Once the shot is played the player between the 
2 blue cones advances forward

When the player on the ball gets beyond the 2 
red cones they now find a pass into the player 
who has just played the shot

The ball is received and played back (wall pass) 
to the player who played the first pass

The ball is received and then played at goal, 
players then change staƟons

5-6Hit

Drill 7

Pass and follow – shoot drill

The pass gets played forward, blue cone to 
green, and the player follows their pass

The ball is received at the green cone and played 
towards the brown cone and the player follows 
their pass

As the ball is received at the brown cone the 
player on the red cone jumps back towards the 
yellow cone and the ball is played towards the 
yellow cone 

Ball is received and played at goal

5-6Push
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Drill 8

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass – pass – pass – deflecƟon drill

A ball is played around a square 

The player who plays the first pass then moves 
to their right to be the one who finally plays the 
deflecƟon at goal

Players then move and join the staƟon to their 
right 

Ball is played at goal using an open sƟck 
deflecƟon

5-6DeflecƟon

Drill 9

Pass – pass – hit drill

A ball is played square and received by a player 
at the yellow cone

As the ball is received the player on the green 
cone then makes a lead leŌ or right and the ball 
is delivered in stride by the player on the yellow 
cone

Players then follow their passes and the player 
who played the shot joins the back of the 
starƟng staƟon

5-6Hit

Drill 10

Move to space – receive - shoot drill

A player starts on the penalty spot and makes a 
quick lead to their leŌ

The ball is then played to the blue cone from the 
yellow cone and the player who made the 
movement receives and shoots at goal

Repeat the above but this Ɵme they lead to their 
right

Change the player on the penalty spot aŌer 10 
shots

3Push/Flick
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Drill 11

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass and quick shot drill

Players stand almost in a line 

The middle player receives a pass from their leŌ 
and shoots at goal

The same player then turns to receive another 
ball from the other side (right) and shoots at 
goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

3Hit

Drill 12

Pass to space – hit 1st Ɵme drill

Players form a line at the top of the circle, with 
one player on the yellow cone

The first player in the line rolls the ball into the 
circle and the player from the yellow cone 
moves on to the ball and hits first Ɵme at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram and the 
next ball starts

5+Hit

Drill 13

Diagonal lead – pass – receive and shot drill

Players form 2 queues 

The first player in one queue makes a diagonal 
lead and receives the ball from the first player in 
the other queue

On receipt the player advances, on the same 
line, into the circle and shoots at goal

The player who made the pass now leads 
diagonally and receives from the other queue

On receipt the player advances, on the same 
line, into the circle and shoots at goal

6+Hit
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Drill 14

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass square – lead straight - shoot drill

Players form 2 queues 

The first player on the yellow cone plays a 
square pass to the right, green cone

The ball is then received and hit towards the far 
post where the player who made the original 
pass leads and aƩempts to deflect the ball at 
goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram and the 
next ball starts

6+DeflecƟon

Drill 15

Roll - shoot drill

The first player in the queue next to the red cone 
rolls the ball to space to their right

The first player in the queue on the green cone 
advances on to the ball and plays the ball at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram and the 
above repeated

6+Flick

Drill 16

Pass – receive - shoot drill

The first player in the queue on the baseline, red 
cone, passes the ball towards the player on the 
green cone

The player at the green cone then receives and 
plays at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram and the 
above repeated

5+Hit
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Drill 17

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass – receive - shoot drill

The first player in the queue on the baseline, red 
cone, passes the ball towards the player on the 
green cone

The player at the green cone then receives and 
plays at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram and the 
above repeated

5+Hit

Drill 18

Pass and roll behind– receive and pass – receive 
- shoot drill

The first player in the queue on the yellow cone 
passes a ball square and then runs behind the 
green cone

The player on the green cone then receives the 
ball and plays the ball to their leŌ

The ball is received by the player who moved 
from the yellow cone and played at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Hit

Drill 19

Pass and roll behind– receive and pass – receive 
- shoot drill

The first player on the yellow cone plays a pass 
to their leŌ and then runs behind the green cone

The player on the green cone then receives the 
ball and plays the ball to their right

The ball is received by the player who moved 
from the yellow cone and played at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Hit
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Drill 20

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Run the zig zag - shoot drill

The first player in the queue carries the ball 
(runs with it) via the 3 cones 

As they enter the circle the shot is played at goal

This player then rotates as per the diagram 

5+Open SƟck Hit

Drill 21

Pass and run ahead – receive and pass – 
deflecƟon drill

The first player on the red cone passes a ball 
diagonally to the right and then runs straight 
towards the goal

The player on the green cone receives the ball 
and plays the ball towards the goal

The ball is then deflected at goal by the player 
who moved from the red cone

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Reverse SƟck DeflecƟon

Drill 22

Run the zig zag - shoot drill

The first player in the queue carries the ball 
(runs with it) via the 3 cones 

As they enter the circle the shot is played at goal

This player then rotates as per the diagram 

5+Reverse SƟck Hit
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Drill 23

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass – receive – lob drill

The first player at the red cone plays a pass to 
the first player at the green cone 

The first player on the green cone then receives 
and shoots at goal

This player then rotates as per the diagram 

5+Open SƟck Lob

Drill 24

Pass – receive – lob drill

The first player at the red cone plays a pass to 
the first player at the green cone

The first player at the green cone then receives 
and shoots at goal

This player then rotates as per the diagram

5+Reverse SƟck Lob

Drill 25

Pass – deflecƟon drill

The coach or a senior player hits the ball towards 
the far post

The first player on the green cone, prior to the 
hit, moves towards the ball

The ball is deflected first Ɵme at goal 

This player then rotates as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck DeflecƟon
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Drill 26

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Run - shoot drill

The first player at the yellow cone runs with the 
ball around the 3 sides of the square

As they progress past the green cone the ball is 
played at goal

This player then rotates as per the diagram

4+Open SƟck Push

Drill 27

Small / big drag – hit - deflecƟon drill

The first player at the green cone performs a 
small and then big drag (small to the leŌ and big 
to the right) 

As they progress via the red cone the ball is hit 
towards the far post

The player at the yellow cones aƩempts to 
deflect the ball at goal

The players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck DeflecƟon

Drill 28

Pass + run – receive and run – cross - deflecƟon 
drill

The first player at the green cone passes the ball 
square towards the red cone and then moves oī 
towards the penalty spot

The player at the red cone then receives and 
moves forward with the ball, as they advance 
round the blue cone the ball is played towards 
the yellow cones

The player who started the drill now tries to 
deflect the ball at goal from the penalty spot

The players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck DeflecƟon
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Drill 29

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Small / big drag – hit - deflecƟon drill

The first player at the green cone performs a 
small and then big drag (small to the right and 
big to the leŌ) 

As they progress via the red cone the ball is hit 
towards the far post

The player at the yellow cones aƩempts to 
deflect the ball at goal

The players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Reverse SƟck DeflecƟon

Drill 30

Pass + run – receive and run – cross - deflecƟon 
drill

The first player at the green cone passes the ball 
square towards the red cone and then moves oī 
towards the penalty spot

The player at the red cone then receives and 
moves forward with the ball, as they advance 
round the blue cone the ball is played towards 
the yellow cones

The player who started the drill now tries to 
deflect the ball at goal from the penalty spot

The players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Reverse SƟck DeflecƟon

Drill 31

Pass – receive – shoot drill

The first player at the green cone passes the ball 
to the first player at the red cone

The player on the red cone receives and turns to 
their right to shoot at goal

The players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Reverse SƟck Hit
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Drill 32

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass – receive – shoot drill

The first player at the green cone passes the ball 
to the first player on the red cone

The player on the red cone receives and turns to 
their leŌ to shoot at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck Hit

Drill 33

Bouncing pass – receive – shoot drill

The first player on the red cone plays a bouncing 
pass to the player on the penalty spot, green 
cone

The player on the green cone then receives and 
shoots at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck Push/Flick

Drill 34

Pass – rebound – pass - receive – shoot drill

The first player on the penalty spot plays a ball 
into the Gk who saves / passes the ball to the 
player on the green cone

The player on the green cone then receives and 
plays a square pass to the player on the blue 
cone who in turn receives and shoots at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

3+Open SƟck Push/Flick
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Drill 35

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass – receive – pass - receive – shoot drill

The first player on the green cone plays a pass to 
the player stood in the yellow box 

The player in the inside yellow box then receives 
and plays the pass to the player in the red box

The ball is then received and played at goal

The same is then repeated by the player on the 
brown cone

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck Hit

Drill 36

Pun – pass – receive – shoot drill

The first player on the green cone travels with a 
ball towards the red cone

At this point the player starƟng on the brown 
cone moves towards the blue cone

As the player with the ball advances around the 
red cone the ball is played towards the blue cone

The ball is then received and played at goal by 
the player who moved from the brown cone

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck Push/Flick
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Drill 37

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass – deflecƟon drill

Two players with a pile of balls each stand 5 
yards outside the circle, one on each red cone

A third player stands on the penalty spot

One ball at a Ɵme is hit towards the penalty spot 
where the player on the penalty spot deflects 
the ball at goal, the next ball comes in from the 
other side

Players then rotate as per the diagram

3DeflecƟon

Drill 38

Pass – receive – shoot drill

The player at the red cone plays a pass to the 
player stood on the penalty spot

The player on the penalty spot receives and 
plays a shot at goal

The above is repeated but this Ɵme the ball 
comes from the player on the green cone

The players then rotate as per the diagram

3Open SƟck Push/Flick

Drill 39

Dribble – shoot drill

The first player on the red cone moves through 
traĸc (cones) with the ball 

As they advance beyond the cones the ball is 
played at goal

Players then rotate to the back of the group

5Open SƟck Hit
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Drill 40

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass – receive – pass - shoot drill 

Players move in pairs through the channel, as 
they move forward they play passes between 
themselves

Whichever player is in control of the ball as they 
progress beyond the final cones has to carry the 
ball to the edge of the circle and they shot at 
goal

The next pair start when the pair in front 
advances beyond the green cones

Players then rotate as per the diagram

6+Open SƟck Push/Flick

Drill 41

Dribble – shoot drill

The first player on the 23 meter line moves 
forward quickly with a ball

As they enter the circle the ball is played at goal

This player then rotates as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck Hit

Drill 42

Pass – receive – pass – shoot drill

The first player on green cones plays a pass to 
the player on the blue cone

The player on the blue cone then lays the ball oī 
to the space to their right

A third player starƟng on the brown cone, now 
moves onto the ball and plays at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck Push/Flick
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Drill 43

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass – eliminate - shoot drill 

The first player on red cone plays a pass towards 
the blue cone

The player on the blue cone then liŌs the ball 
over the cone (reverse sƟck) and plays the ball at 
goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Reverse SƟck Hit

Drill 44

Pass – receive – pass - shoot drill  

The first player on red cone plays a pass towards 
the blue cone

The player on the blue cone then receives the 
ball and plays a weighted pass towards the green 
cone 

The player who played the original pass now 
moves onto the ball and plays at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Open SƟck Hit

Drill 45

Pass – receive - shoot drill 

The first player on red cone plays a pass towards 
the blue cone

The player on the blue cone then receives the 
ball and moves the ball diagonally to their leŌ 
(green cone) before playing the ball at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Reverse SƟck Bunt
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Drill 46

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Move – pass – receive - shoot drill 

The first player on red moves with the ball 
towards the green cone

As the player advances past the green cone they 
play a reverse sƟck pass towards the yellow cone

At this point a player moves from the blue cone 
towards the yellow cone to receive the pass and 
play at goal

Players then rotate as per the diagram

5+Push/Flick

Drill 47

Move – pass – receive - shoot drill 

The first player on green cone moves from green 
to blue to yellow cone

As the player advances into the circle the ball is 
played in stride at goal

When the player advances past the blue cone 
then then other side can begin their drill and 
vice versa

Both players repeat 5 Ɵmes and then rotate to 
the other side

4+Push on the Move
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Drill 48

ShooƟng Drills for Small Unit Work (Forwards)

Pass, receive, ball carry, hit and deflect drill

The first player on green cone plays a pass to the 
first player on the red cone

The player on the red cone then advances to 
their right with the ball

The player who played the pass, green cone, 
then moves into the post area and waits for the 
ball to be played

As the player with the ball advances past the 
second red cone they deliver the ball towards 
the far post for the deflecƟon

Players then change staƟons

5+DeflecƟons
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Drill 1

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Move – shoot drill 

The player moves oī with a ball to their leŌ as 
they advance past the yellow cone the ball is 
played at goal

The player then returns to the starƟng point 
collects a ball and advances oī to their right. As 
they advance past the blue cone the ball is 
played at goal

Repeat the above twice

1Reverse SƟck and Open SƟck Hit

Drill 2

Move – collect – shoot drill 

StarƟng on the green cone the player plays the 
ball at goal before moving to their leŌ 

They then collect and play the next ball (blue 
cone) at goal

ConƟnue through for all 5 staƟons

1Reverse SƟck Hit

Drill 3

Dribble – shoot drill 

StarƟng on the green cone (23 meter line) the 
player moves in and out of the cones before 
playing the ball at goal

Return to the starƟng point and repeat the 
above 5 Ɵmes

1Open SƟck Hit
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Drill 4

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Move – shoot - collect drill 

StarƟng on the red cone the player moves across 
to their leŌ with a ball, as they advance past the 
blue cone the ball is played at goal

They then collect a ball and run back towards 
the red cone, as they advance past the red cone 
the ball is played at goal

Repeat the above 4 Ɵmes

1Reverse and Open SƟck Push

Drill 5

Move – shoot drill 

StarƟng with the nearest ball to the goal the 
player moves backwards playing each ball first 
Ɵme at goal

All 5 balls are played and then the drill starts 
again

1Open SƟck Flick

Drill 6

Move – shoot drill 

StarƟng to the right of a line of balls the player 
walks down the line playing each ball at goal 

They then set the balls up again and repeat 
moving from leŌ to right

Play the 4 balls twice (2 sets) and then start 
again by moving the line elsewhere

1Reverse/Open SƟck Flick
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Drill 7

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Roll – shoot drill 

StarƟng on the penalty spot, with back to goal, 
the player rolls the ball away (towards the 
yellow cone) and then shoots at goal with their 
second touch

Play the 5 balls and then start again

1Squeeze Shots

Drill 8

Roll – shoot drill 

StarƟng on the penalty spot, facing the goal, the 
player rolls the ball away (towards the yellow 
cone) and then plays at goal with their second 
touch

Play all 5 balls and then start again

1Flick

Drill 9

Roll – shoot drill 

StarƟng 4 meters in from top circle, the player 
rolls the ball to their right (towards the yellow 
cone) before playing the ball at goal with their 
second touch

 Play all 5 balls and the start again

1Hit
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Drill 10

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Roll – shoot drill 

StarƟng 4 meters in from top circle, the player 
rolls the ball to their leŌ (towards the yellow 
cone) before playing the ball at goal with their 
second touch

 Play all 5 balls and the start again

1Reverse SƟck Hit

Drill 11

Pass – shoot - shoot drill 

StarƟng on the green cone the player moves to 
the first pile of balls

The first ball they roll at the GK and then play the 
rebound live, once that ball is dead they return 
to play the second ball at goal with no rebound

The player then moves to the second group of 
balls and the above is repeated

Repeat for all 5 groups of balls

1Open SƟck Hit

Drill 12

Dribble – dribble - shoot Drill 

StarƟng opposite the green cone the player 
advances forward with the ball

Once they get to the green cone they then 
eliminate (dribble) to their leŌ and then advance 
forward towards the red cone

Once they get to the red cone they then 
eliminate (dribble) to their leŌ before playing 
the ball at goal

Return to the start and repeat for all 5 balls

1Reverse SƟck Flick/Push
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Drill 13

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Dribble – dribble - shoot drill 

StarƟng opposite the green cone the player 
advances forward with the ball

Once they get to the green cone they then 
eliminate (dribble) to their right and then 
advance forward towards the red cone

Once they get to the red cone they then 
eliminate (dribble) to their right before playing 
the ball at goal

Repeat for all 5 balls of balls

1Open SƟck Flick/Push

Drill 14

Shoot - run – shoot drill 

StarƟng at the ball closest to the goal, the player 
plays the ball at goal and then moves backwards 
through the zig zag 

Each Ɵme they come across a ball the ball is then 
played, first Ɵme at goal

Repeat the above 3 Ɵmes

1Open/Reverse SƟck Flick

Drill 15

Roll – shoot first Ɵme drill 

StarƟng on the red cone the forward player 
reacts when the ball is rolled into the circle by 
the coach

The player gets to the ball quickly and plays the 
shot at goal first Ɵme

The distance the ball is rolled at goal varies and 
the player varies their shooƟng technique 
accordingly

The player then returns to their starƟng posiƟon 
and repeats the above for all 5 balls

1Open SƟck Hit
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Drill 16

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Eliminate – shoot, dribble – shoot drill 

StarƟng in front of the 3 red cones the player 
performs a small + big drag (right to leŌ and then 
leŌ to right) aŌer they advance past the 3rd 
cone the ball is played at goal

The player then conƟnues to move across to the 
green cones where they collect a ball and 
advance through the cones in a zig zag fashion 

As they advance past the last green cone the ball 
gets played at goal 

The player then returns to the start and repeats 
for all 8 balls

1Open SƟck Hit/Push

Drill 17

Run, ball carry, shoot drill 

StarƟng in the zoned area the player moves on 
the coaches call

If the coach calls red then the aƩacker moves 
from the zoned area to the red cone, collects a 
ball and ball carries into the circle before 
shooƟng 

The aƩacker then returns to the zoned area and 
awaits the next call

Repeat for all 9 balls

1Open SƟck Hit/Push
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Drill 1

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

At Ɵmes there’s a need to make shooƟng drills more realisƟc – This can happen by the addiƟon of a defender.

Pass – pass (close down) shoot drill 

StarƟng on the red cone the ball is played to the 
green cone 

The player on the green cone (defender) 
receives the ball and plays the ball directly back 
up the pitch towards the player standing on the 
yellow cone – having played the pass the 
defender then closes the ball down

The player on the yellow cone receives and 
shoots whilst under pressure from the defender

Players follow their pass and replace the 
previous player, having shot the player returns 
to the start of the drill

5+Push

Drill 2

Pass (close down) - shoot drill

The ball starts with a player (defender) on the 
green cone

The ball is then passed to the player (aƩacker) 
standing on the red cone (4 meters away)

The player who played the pass then closes the 
aƩacker down as the aƩacker aƩempts to get 
the shot away

Having been the defender this player then 
becomes the aƩacker, having been the aƩacker 
this player then returns to the start of the drill

6+Open SƟck Hit
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Drill 3

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Pass (close down) - shoot drill

The ball starts with a player (defender) on the 
green cone

The ball is then passed to the player (aƩacker) 
standing on the red cone

The player who played the pass then closes 
down the aƩacker as the aƩacker aƩempts to 
get into the circle and get a shot away

Having been the defender this player then 
moves to the aƩacking part of the drill and the 
aƩacker then becomes the defender 

2+Open or Reverse SƟck Hit

Drill 4

Run - shoot drill with pressure on the shot

The ball starts with a player (aƩacker) on the red 
cone

The aƩacker runs the ball around the blue cone, 
once they get around the cone they can shoot
 
At the same Ɵme the aƩacker starts to move the 
defender who starts on the green cone moves 
around the yellow cone then advances to the 
aƩacker to apply pressure on the shot 

Players then change staƟons as per the diagram

5+Push
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Drill 5

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Run – receive and shoot drill 

The ball starts with the coach 5 meters outside 
of the circle

One aƩacker (purple) and one defender (green) 
start side by side on the yellow cone but with 
the aƩacker on the ball side 

The ball gets played into the circle where both 
players then play the situaƟon live, i.e. the 
defender tries to win the ball and the aƩacker 
tries to receive and shoot

Players then change jobs for the next ball, repeat 
4 Ɵmes 

2+Push

Drill 6

1-2, move, receive and shoot

The ball starts with the coach at top circle 

One defender (green player) starts in the zoned 
oī area to receive a pass and play back to the 
coach

When the coach receives the ball back the 2 
forwards (purple) make short moves to find 
space 

The coach then plays the pass to one of the 2 
aƩackers who receives and shoots whilst under 
pressure from the 2 defenders

Players then change jobs and the above 
repeated

4+Push
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Drill 7

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Pass, receive, move and shoot drill

The ball starts with a defender on the red cone

The ball gets played to an aƩacker who starts at 
the yellow cone

The pass is received and the aƩacker runs with 
the ball around the outside of the green cones

Once the defender has played the pass they 
then run towards the last green cone 

As the aƩacker advances past the last cone they 
face pressure from the defender as they try and 
shoot

Players then change jobs and the above 
repeated

5+Push

Drill 8

Pass, receive, 1 v 1 and shoot

The ball starts with a defender on the edge of 
the circle, between the 2 red cones

The ball gets played to an aƩacker who starts at 
the end of the channel, between the yellow 
cones

The pass is received and the aƩacker aƩempts to 
get into the circle with the ball

Once the defender has played the pass they 
close down the aƩacker and aƩempt to prevent 
the aƩacker geƫng into the circle

If the aƩacker gets into the circle then they 
shoot 

Players then change jobs

2+Hit
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Drill 9

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Pass, receive and shoot

The ball starts with the coach just inside the 
circle on either side

The ball gets played to an aƩacker (purple) who 
starts and stays within a coned area

The idea is that the aƩacker makes sharp 
movements away from the defender (green) to 
create / find space 

The pass is received and the aƩacker shoots at 
goal whilst under pressure from the defender
Players then change jobs and the above 
repeated

2+Push

Drill 10

Pass, run, receive and shoot

The ball starts with the aƩacker on the green 
cone

The ball gets played to an aƩacker on the red 
cone

The aƩacker who had played the pass then runs 
to the next green cone via the yellow cone

As the aƩacker advances past the yellow cone 
then the defender, who starts on the blue cone 
starts to move towards top circle

The aƩacker on the ball plays a weighted 
diagonal pass to their colleague as they advance 
past the green cone

The aƩacker receives and shoots whilst under 
pressure from the defender

Players then rotate as per the diagram

3+Hit
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Drill 11

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Pass, receive and shoot drill

The ball starts with the defender on the green 
cone

The ball gets played to an aƩacker who starts on 
the red cone

As the ball is played the defender immediately 
follows the pass to put the aƩacker under 
pressure

The aƩacker receives the pass and aƩempts to 
shoot as quickly as possible

Players then rotate as per the diagram

2+Hit

Drill 12

Pass, receive and shoot drill

The ball starts with the defender on the green 
cone

The ball gets played to an aƩacker who starts on 
the red cone

As the ball is played the defender immediately 
follows the pass to put the aƩacker under 
pressure

The aƩacker receives the pass and aƩempts to 
shoot as quickly as possible

Players then rotate as per the diagram

2+Push
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Drill 13

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Pass, receive, ball carry / eliminate and shoot 
drill

The ball starts with the defender (green) who 
stands between the red cones

The ball gets played to either of the 2 aƩackers 
who start between the 2 green cones

As the ball is played the defender immediately 
follows the pass to apply pressure to the 
aƩackers

The aƩackers receive the pass and try to 
advance into the circle, 2 v 1

If the aƩackers get into the circle they look to 
shoot early

Repeat 5 Ɵmes before changing jobs

3+Hit

Drill 14

Pass, receive, carry and shoot drill

The ball starts with the defender on the red cone

The ball gets played to an aƩacker who starts on 
the blue cone

As the ball is played the defender immediately 
moves towards the goal

The aƩacker receives the pass and has to 
advance around the green cone

As the aƩacker gets past the green cone they can 
now aƩempt to shoot and the defender 
aƩempts to apply pressure

Players then change posiƟons

2+Push
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Drill 115

ShooƟng Drills for Individuals

Pass, receive, carry and shoot drill

The ball starts with the defender (green) at the 
yellow cone

The ball gets played to any one of the 3 aƩackers 
who start level with the penalty spot

As the ball is played the defender immediately 
moves towards the receiving player

The aƩacker receives and shoots whilst under 
pressure from the defender

The defender then replaces the aƩacker who 
played the shot 

Repeat the above, but next Ɵme the ball goes to 
a diīerent aƩacking posiƟon

4+Push/Flick

Drill 16

Pass, receive and shoot drill

The ball starts with the coach on the red cone

The ball gets played to the aƩacker (purple), 
who is being back marked (green)

The aƩacker receives the ball and aƩempts to 
shoot

As the ball is played by the coach a second 
defender (yellow cone) becomes acƟve and 
helps their colleague who is marking the 
aƩacker

Repeat 5 Ɵmes before players change roles

3+Push/Clip Hit
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